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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Page 8
Ernest L. Thayer wrote the
famous poem "Casey at the Bat"

ADVERTISING

cause as of October one UNM yearbool>
costs $8.
ROOM in private !louse $15 week, with
· kitchen PriviJeges, non-smolcers, sophl!rnds preferred. 268-3534, 9/26

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run, If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no change~ the rate is reduced to l;)c
per word and the minim1;1m nt\:mber of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertiaing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. snos

PLEASE help stop a bad bummer I I
lost my dog, an all red male Jriab setter pup. Call 242-9774.
WALLET, Student ID 585-18-6284, $25
reward-No quel!tions asked, Call 299·
1637.
STUDENT ID cards no. 585·07·0996,
Kloepfer, no. 686-44-2518, Gaudry, Olnim
at rm. 1(;9, Journalism Bldg.

C L A S· S I F I E D

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring

Tuesday Special
4 Shirts for $1.00

WHERE: Journalism BuiJding, Room
159, afternoons pJ;'eferably or m~il.

DEADLINE for inserting classified ads
1:00 p.m. rm. 159, Journalism Bldg,
ROOMMATE (MALE) wanted for Air
Force Lt. $50 per mo. total. Prefer
grad student. Call 268-9000 after 4:30
p,m. 9/26
1969 MIRAGES must be picked up by
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $5.00
on a first come first served basis.
DO YOU bite your nails 1 Would you like
to stop 1 A limited number of pepole are
being nccepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment. 9/26
STUDENT ID card found, No, 555·74·
7893 Lander. Claim at Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg,
THUNDERBIRD now taking staff ap·
plications. Openings for assistant editors and .ndvisors in poetry, fiction,
photography, art. Applications available In Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg,,
(across from UD).
NOW is the time to buy your Mirage be-

Cycle Center
415 Wyoming.NE
Aut110rizcd Dealer
Norton, Ducati
Montesa, Hodaka
Sales·Scrvice-Parts

STEREDSDNIC EQUIPMENT
266-4227

5003 Manual Blvd. N.E.

3)

Regents Endorse Group

LOS'l' & FOUND

Accept Committee for Improving U Governance
The UNM Regents Saturday approved the
establishment of an all-University
~~:mstitu tional committee designed to
Improve campus governance" at UNM.
The Regents also heard a report from
UNM President Ferrel Heady concerning
alleged discrimination at UNM and approved
a plan to turn over the collection of traffic
fines to the Albuquerque Municipal Court.
Arturo Ortega, president of the Regents,
said the establishment of an all-university
constitution was an "important step which is
sorely needed."

SERVICES

IRONING-humane r11te;, pickup and de·
Jivery. JJagworm and Washerwoman
Ltd. 247-8737. 9/29

PERSONALS

1)

1349 San Mateo S.E.
255-2700

2)

4)
5)

J!'OR SALE
------------~~

6)

Stereo Equipment Is Our Specialty
Stereo Amplifier, AM/FM Stereo Multiplex
Stereo Recording Equipment Reel To Reel
Cassette And 8 Track
Stereo Record Changers And Speakers
In All Sizes And Prices

FOR RENT

THREE RM furn. apt. Old Town $65
243-5943 after 4, 9/30
1961 FIAT 1200 red in good condition
only $595 cash 277-4463. 9/30
MOTORBIKE-WARDS 50cc. In good
condition. Fine for camPUS use. $99.
277-2714. 5/29.
BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friend·
tlhjp, but of show or breeding quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
1967 TRIUMPH motorcycle, 500 cc. $525
cash. 247-9384. Ask for Ken. 10/l
'67 CORVETTE Stingray, 4 speed stick,
327 •ngine. $3200. 255-7431. 10/1
PHOTO. EQUIPMENT: trays, tripods,
lightmeter, floodlights, dcv. tanks, books,
easel, etc. $30 takes all. 247.9437 or 103
Columbia SF}, 9/26
1960 CHEVROLET: good tires, brand new
brakes, good transportotion. 298·8618.
·10/3
1969 YAMAHA SO wants !<OOd home, Per•
feet condition, only 1,000 miles. $276.
Helmets nnd insurance available. Phone
266·3398 or 277·2369. 9/26
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save todoy,
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
ONE BEDROOM set, TV, refrigerator,
toaster, misc. Call 256-1595. 9/26

EMPLOYMENT

SENIOR MEN or grad students interested
in part-time job with management PO·
tential call 265·1123. 10/6
H.ELP WANTED-female. Girl Fridaypart-time. Various duties. Must be rc..
liable and like orchids. 265·2415, 9/29

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

Delete Proposal
The committee approved by the Regents
will consist of six faculty members, six
students, four administrative officers, and
three alumni. The Regents deleted a
proposal from Heady to include two
members of the regents as liaison to the
committee.
Ortega said, "We (the Regents) will have

"One of the very few (films) which has deal! with the theme and !he
subject (of sex) with great candor and honesty ... I find it a very im·
po•tant film, indeed,'' writes Hollis Alper!, film c;llic, Saturday Review.
"Ar!is!ically courageous and honest and salutar;' ... a genuine moral
conlribution," says John Simon, film critic, New Leader.
"Fine, adult comedy ... wise, serious, sometimes deadpannedly funny
about the politics of life,'' writes Vincent Canby of The New York Times.

Matinee 1:30 Daily
Evenings 7:15 & 9:35

the happiest way fo entertainment is to

Paramount
Pictures

~~enter laughin

presents

3211 Central

l

,.lfiL

~0:.1.

to sit objectively on the report at a later
time" and if any Regents were to serve as
liaison to the committee it might affect their
ability to act impartially.
Ortega added, however, the Regents
would request periodic progress reports from
the committee.
Regents Select
Members of the committee will be
selected by the Regents from panels
recommended by Heady, the Graduate
Student Council, the Faculty Policy
Committee, the UNM Alumni Association,
and a panel of graduate students from the
Graduate Student Union and undergraduate
students named by ASUNM President Ron
Curry and concurred in by the Student
Senate.
Each group will recommend double the
number of their members to the committee
for the Regents to choose from.

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Bradbury

(Con't on page 8.)
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Curry Delays Signing Bill;
Advises Court Procedures
For Discrimination Charges....

::E-a.:.1.oh.o"•

511015 Oent~al B. :Ill. 5147•4414

.......c!l(lll
-.1.- - ,..-J'W'

265-4675

.

' YOU ARE
GUARANTEED
TO EXIT
ROARING.f'
-PI11bo1

M•r•zint

FOR THE FIRST TIME
AN ADULT FILM
GOES BACK TO

ASUNM President Ron Curry delayed
signing into law a Senate bill authorizing an
ad hoc executive committee to conduct a
fact finding hearing on the issue of Sam
Johnson's dismissal from the cheerleading
squad to allow it "to go to the student court
where jt belongs."
The bill, passed by Senate in the first
reading last Wednesday, established a
committee to hear testimony concerning
charges of racial discrimination in Johnson's
dismissal from the cheerleading squad this
month.

Wakeup!
Break the rules!
Rock1he boat!
Make love(
Fall over

ASUNM Film Committee

laughing!!!

Friday 7 & 10 PM
ID Required

Broadway's bares!.
rarest unsquaresl
love play finds
happiness
on Ihe big wide
color screen I

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER!' Best Film By

A man
went
looking for
America.
And
couldn't
find it
anywhere ...

Painter

Co-Hit

House of Cats

••m•"'"·l JACK
NJCHQLSON•COLOR
Released by COLUMBIA PICTURES

'etsTRICTED-P"""' ••., 16 .,,
unleu aceompan•ed -~:.' p•rent ot ;~~duh guerd1an
'---~«Ei!@;j) ..

Evening• & All Day Sunday Adults $1.75
Motinee Monday thru Saturday $ t .50
Open 1:00 . ·
Featu.,. at 1:35 3:45 5:50 7:55 10:00

.
HILAND

SHOWS
1 Million: 12:10, 2:46,
5:20, 7:58, 10:34
Cats: 1:44, 4:20,
6:56,9:32
Student Admission: $1.50
. Friday and Saturday
·Late Show: 12.08

At the previuos week's Senate meeting, it
was brought up that the matter could not be
immediately handled through Student Court
because several of the positions were vacant.
"There are now three members on the
court, with three vacancies to fill," he said.
C t p 'bili'ti
our ossi
es
"There are several people I have in mind
{for the court). Hopefully they can be
considered by Senate this week," Curry said.
"However I do not want to make
appointments for just this one case," he said,
"but for their entire term."
"If it goes through court, Johnson will
have to file charges against the clieerleaders
or certain members of the cheerleading
squad," he said.
"'·
Curry said he does not know what the
court could or would do since there has
never been a case such as this one.
Seeks Explanation
The issue was first brought up in Senate
Sept. 17 when Johnson, a senator, asked
Senate to seek an explanation for his
dismissal from the cheerleading squad for
what he termed "unexplained personality
conflicts."

After an exchange between
senators and cheerleaders in which
the issue of racial discrimination
was raised the matter was referred
to Rally Committee.
The Rally Committee was
unable to meet because the
chairmanship was vacant.
11 ,,. ·;
Last Wednesday Bill 26,
about the nationwide moratorium forming the investigating
effort being planned by the committee, was introduced by
Vietnam Moratorium Committee Senator Sandy Heide, and
in Washington, D. C.
approved after floor amendment
Wilkinson said, "This is one of by a 16-1 vote.
the finest statements on this
If issues of racial
subject I have ever read."
discrimination were involved the
Academic Vice President Senate was empowered by the bill
· Chester Travelestead, who signed to "take immediate and effective
the petition shortly before the action to remedy the situation
subject was introduced to the and prevent its reo£Jcurance." If
Regents by Lobo Editor Wayne no racial diScrimination were
Ciddio, said, "I signed the petition involved, the matter would be
and I think the Regents should referred to Rally Committee.
approve it as a body."
,
''If we are urtable to set up a
Heady signed the petition · Student Court and the situation
Friday and said he signed it "as an demands action I will sign the
bill," Curry said,
(Con't on pa.ge B.)

Regents Approve -Moratorium Policy

2 Big Adult Hits

RFONDA·DENNIS HOPPER·

PARTIALLY FILMED AT
TAOS and LAS VEGAS, N.M.

Ch~stcr

Head cheerleader Steve Bass,
above, cheered nt Saturday's game
against UTEP. Due to action
taken by ASUNM President Ron
Curry, charges of discrimination
against the cheerleaders did not go
before a Senate committee.

"Continuous Session"
The committee was ready to meet
publicly "in continuous session" yesterday
until it had "fully heard" everybody who
wished to testify.
The committee's decision, whether or not
racial discrimination had been involved in
the incident, would then be 'returned to
Senate for further action.
"There were several things about the
composition that were not good. The section
that allowed the vice-president, the Senate
president pro tempore, a senator and myself
to appoint anybody we wanted could turn
into a circus," Curry said.

Unanimously Pass Resolution

eas!l Ridi!R
~

Lobo, photo by

Bass at Game

PANOO COMPANY in association with
RAYBERT PRODUCTIONS presents

UNM Regent Dr. Norris
Bradbury moved the Regents
support the Vietnam Moratorium
Day at their meeting last
Saturday.

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Saturday 7 & 10 PM
·Sunday 6 & 9 PM

~

ID Required
. 50¢

The UNM Regents and
University President Ferrel Heady
have endorsed the policy
statement of the UNM Vietnam
Moratorium Coordinating
Committee which calls for a day
of discussion on Oct. 15 of
American involvement in
Vietnam.
In th.eir regular monthly
meeting Saturday, the regents
passed unanimously a resolution
introduced by Regent Dr. Norris
Bradbury which said, "We
commend the students for their
thoughtful, moderate, and helpful
approach to this issue and we
endorse di~cussion of this issue in
this sense,"

The coordinating committee is
planning films, speakers, rallies,
and panel discussions on the
University campus in conjunction
with the nationwide Vietnam
Moratorium. The committee is
also asking the faculty to devote
part of their classroom time on
Oct. 15 to discussion of the
Vietnam War.
Plan Activities
More than 500 student body
presidents, irtcludh1g Associated
Students President Ron Curry,
and college newspaper . editors
have signed the Call for Vietnam
Moratorium issued on June 30.
Regents President Arturo

Ortega, and regents Dr. Lawrence
Wilkinson and Mrs. Cyrene Maple,
also signed the Moratorium Day, a
time for discussion, debate, and
judgement on our nation's foreign
policy with special emphasis on
our involvement in Vietnam."
Moves Endorsement
Bradbury declined to sign the
petition saying, ''I have made it a
lifelong policy to never sign
petitions." Bradbury later moved
endorsement of the policy
statement.
Regent Walter Wolf supported
endorsement of the policy
statement but declined to sign. the
petition until he learned more

·'

WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT RARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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The New Mexico Lobo Is published
doily every regular week of the Uninr·
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and j$ not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
clas• postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate ts $7
for the academic year,
The opinions expressed an the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.

Troop Withdrawal, Moon Men
Make Happy Day in Washington
q..

By BILL SIEVER,T
College Press Service

.

WASlllNGTON - (CPS) -The sixteenth
of September was a happy day in the
Federal City. The sun was shining, the
president was announcing the withdrawal of
another 35,000 troops from Vietnam, and
the moon men were appearing before a jovial
joint session of Congress.
It appeared to newsmen as if the
government was trying for one super-happy
front page. "I can't figure out why Nixon
didn't wait another day to announce the
troop withdrawal," one Veteran reporter
said over .coffee before the joint session of
Congress began. "That way he would assure
there being favorable news on the front page
two days in a row."
Surprise Announcement
Apparently Nixon was hard pressed to
make the announcement of his more modest
troop withdrawal after South Vietnamese
Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky had said a
day earlier that another 40,500 troops
would be withdrawn by November.
A National Student Association staff
member said the feeling at NSA was that
Nixon would wait until October to
announce further troop withdrawals, and he
was surprised by the day's announcement. It
had been expected an announcement would
be planned to coincide with the beginning of
the Vietnam Moratorium, a campaign of
m,Q,Pthly class and work boycotts protesting
the war and culminating in a national march
on Washington by mid-November.
Chicago Eight
Reports are that the government has been
somewhat concerned about the Moratorium
and more concerned with plans by SDS and
other radical students for anti-war action
surrounding the October trials of the
Chicago Eight stemming from last year's
Democratic National Convention.
Now the President will be expected to
withdraw more troops by mid-October if he
is to placate even the most moderate of
students, the NSA spokesman said. "Even

.

Wlth the second troop Withdrawal there are
still more than 470,000 troops in Vietnam.
It's a mere drop in the bucket, but people
don't realize it yet." As of Sept. 11, 508,000
American troops remained in Vietnam.
"De-Escalation"
But few of the government officials and
spectators at the Capitol were tbinking of
how many troops remained in Vietnam. All
they talked of was the Nixon
Administration's "de-escalating and
de-Americanizing" the war, and particularly,
the Capitol's honoring of its latest heroes.
Every congressman and cabinet officer in
the jammed House chamber, including those
who have voted the military its gigantic
budget and who refused to allow a United
Nations flag to be planted on the moon by
the astronauts, applauded loudly Edwin
Aldrin's remark, "Since we came in peace
for all mankind, those footprints (on the
moon) belong to all the peoples of the
world."
The legislators not only applauded but
gave a standing ovation to a more patriotic
remark by first-man-an-the-moon Neil
Armstrong. Armstrong said that when, in
future years, human beings step onto the
planets, "I hope they will say, 'I come from
the United States of America.' "

Editorial

Broadway Hit ~cabaret'
Ends UNM Engagement
By MARIA GARCIA
"Life is beautiful, the girls are
beautiful, even the orchestra (the
Kit Kat Kittens) is beautiful-life
is a Cabaret!"
So says the clown-like master
of ceremonies of a Berlin
nightclub as he invites the
audience to forget its troubles as
the Kit Kat Klub swingers have
done.
"Cabaret," the award·winning
Broadway musical which Saturday
night completed a successful
engagement at UNM's Popejoy
Hall, featured two members of the
original Broadway cast. Tandy
Cronyn appears as the flighty
cabaret singer, Sally Bowles and
Jay Fox is the omnipresent master
of ceremonies.
With the able assistance of the
entire cast which includes a
former UNM student as a "bad
guy" the play proceeds gayly
through the fast·paced first act
and then undergoes a gradual
change of mood in the second and
final act.
The usually dull intermission is
enlivened by a performance of the
Kit Kat Kittens, a three-piece
band which had been periodically
wheeled onto the stage of the Kit
Kat Klub. Unaccompanied by the
orchestra, the three women,
especially the drummer, let go and
gave an exhilarating rendition of
their thing.
The action of the play is
worked out in the context of the
Berlin cabaret where Sally Bowles
takes a fancy to the poetic
mutterings of an American
novelist with whom she later goes
to live along with her teddy bear,
celebrating the event with a
worstershire sauce and egg drink.
The lively musical moves from
scene to scene guided by the

, I

versatile emcee whose attire
ranges from his usual tails with
pink satin vest and tie, to a diaper
at a New Year's party and a
leotard with black nylons when he
appears in a girly chorus line,
The performance of the
philandering master of
ceremonies, which includes
dancing with Bobby the gorilla as
he croons "If you could see her
(Bobby) through my eyes," is
highlighted by the appearance of
·the Kit Kat girls, Among these
international representatives ate a
mini-skirted geisha girl and
''Texas," who, aside from the
eagle on her head and the
strategically placed triangle and
drums, which the emcee plays,
carries a sparkler and a red, white
and blue drape over her arm.
Two love affairs die because of
the birth of a goose stepping
political philosophy. In the
rooming house where the cabaret
singer and her lover reside one
meets their easily compromised
landlady who is engaged to her
Jewish roomer until she realizes
the implications of the German
political situation.
Viewing politics as an absurd
abstraction, the whimsical Miss
Bowles refuses to follow her
homeward bound lover and
returns to the life of the cabaret
singer.
As these people's lives change,
the cabaret changes. The songs
remain gay, but voices aren't as
light. Soldiers appear fleetingly on
stage. The formerly free dance
style assumes a militaristic
character.
Bounding onto the stage in his
customary fashion the emcee
reminds the audience that they
have by now forgotten their
troubles -only to be reminded of
the reign of the Third Reich.

Armstrong later became more
philosophical telling Congress, "The next age
in America is the Age of Aquarius, as the
young people have been telling us ..In this
period humanity may begin to understand
its most baffling question.
The planet Earth is speeding thrpugh
space toward an unknown destiny, and it is
important to find out where and why, he
said.
But nobody seemed too concerned at the
moment. Movie actress Dorothy LaMour got
more immediate attention than the
astronauts' remarks as she made her way by
the press room. It was a glamorous day in
Washington - a happy day in the Federal
City.

~PA"~~~

'filW%

Cabaret

Editor:
America

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHER
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SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRI"fERS
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Sarah Laidlaw
Don Burge
Stephen Part
Charles Wood
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey
Casey Church, Carolyo Babb, Charles Andrews, Robert Hlady,
Clark Jermqin, lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan
Karla Kelrey, Jean Lindsey, Judy Lindsey
Chester Painter, Tony Louderbough

STAFF

Ftanklin Kiser, Bryan Hull, and
Tandy Cronyn in a scene from the
award winning musical hit
"Cabaret", which closed out a
successful engagement at Popejoy
Hall Saturday night.

Letters nrc welcome, and !Jhould
be no longer than 250 wordo typewritten, double spaced, Name, tclc·
phone number and address must be
lneludcd, although name will be
withheld upon reqU!!llt.

don't suppose this type of activity
is objectionable to them. It's what
America's all about.
L. Morgahan

To the Editor:
Friday evening I was sitting in
Yale Park studying French when
· two disgusting drunks decided it
was time to do their part in
De-Sterilize Union
cleaning up Yale Park.
•
The first thing they asked me To The Editor:
was "Are you a boy or a girl?
Huzzah to SOC for coming out
They followed that with, "Do you
believe in all of this filthy, hippie against the "cattle chutes" in the
snack bar.
shit?
And while we're at it, how
When I refused to answer
them, they asked me my name about putting the couches and
and told me they were going to tables back in the Union hallway?
report me to the police. I told Used to be a pleasant place to kill
them to leave me alone or I would a few minutes - chat with friends
and watch the freaks ("Hippies,''
call the police. The slobs replied
"You're lucky you're not a boy 0 ; ROTCers, etc.) go by. Now you
you would be plastered all over have to hide behind those wooden
bars to read your Lobo or other
Yale Park by now."
Why don't the righteous city pornography, Might as well glass it
police do something about the m and make another soundproof
defenders of the clean and pure study room out of it.
Fellow Human Beings, let your
who daily threaten and intimidate
innocent people? It's a shatne that Voices be heard! De-sterilize our
the members of the legislative Union - a little chaos never hurt
investigating committee fail to see anyone.
this aspect of the park. But, I
Wi11 Andrews

- _. _______ ... _,...._ _____ ,.. ______ _
-od~

~

..
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At Faculty Women's Club

Greeks Hold Melon Bust

Guests Discuss U Problems

Various areas of concern at
UNM and universities in general
were discussed by UNM President
Ferrel Heady; Sherman E. Smith,
administrative vice president; and
Richard F. Tomasson, chairman
of the sociology department,
speaking before the Faculty
Women's Club in the Union
Theater Friday,
The meeting was a part of the
faculty women's orientation
program set up to give wives of
new professors a better
understanding of UNM
.
·.
Heady cited .the rapid grow~h
- from an enr?llment of 7,500~!I
1960 to an estimated 15_.500 t IS
year - as one of the basic aspects
of UNM. The "marginal level of
support" by the com!llunity and
the lack of understandmg between
campus and off-campus residents
were also mentioned by Heady as
fa c t 0 r s he 1p f u 1 t 0
an
understanding of the situation at
UNM
.
d
'b
Heady went on to escn e
some "significant kinds of
't
1's
·
grams t h e U mvers1 Y

participating in, such as the
college enrichment program, in
which 45 entering.freshmen from
economically deprived areas were
given help in adjustin~ to
university life. He also ~enboned
the new branch. college m G~llup,
the new Institute for Social
Research and Development, a~d
the culturfil awareness center m
the education complex..
Sherman E. Smith,
administrative vice president,
speaking on "Structure,
Power-structure-Who Runs the
U," gave an explanation of the
current student unrest, and
resulting public interest in the
university community.
.
.
.
.
" Smith de~med a umv_ersity. as
a co·c:>perative venture mvolvmg
faculty ~n~ students
a
non-authoritarian sort of place,
not geared to react swiftly and
cohesively in crisis situations."
Until the unrest on campus,
Smith believes the public held a
stereotyped view of the
university- " the president a
benevolent despot, the faculty

Country Barn
Barn Burger Special
Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

only·39c
Two Patties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Barn Sauce
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

Lambda· Chi Alpha Sponsor Annual Event

made up of Mr. ChiJ?ses, and the
college the custo~:an of the
morals of the young. Then, v.;~en
the stude~ts b_egan t? , get
spec~ac~lar m their behavior t~e
pubhc mte_r~s~ was awakened m
campus activities.
Smith believes the background
of the present "student power
movement" lies in the racial
unres·c of the summers of
1962-64.. ~he co~lege stu~e_nts
who participated m the. sit·lD;s,
marches, and demonstrations m
Mississippi and Alabama learned
how effective those measures
could be. "I.-m not surprised the
same measures turned up two
years later on campus," Smith
said "l predict we will never see a
student generation like those of
the apathetic SO's,"
"
,
The
Love Lust . poem
controversy of last s~nng was
cited by Sm~th as t~e Issue that
foc?sed pub~Ic attenti?n on_ UNM.
Sm1th describes the first mght he
and Heady were called before the
Senate Finance Committee in
"th - ht
regard to the poem as
e mg
of the long knives."

In response to a question about
the open-parking experiment
beginning Nov. 1, Smith quoted
Smith's Law number two- "Any
meeting at UNM, if it goes on long
enough, will turn to parking." His
predictions for the outcome of
the experiemen t are that the
faculty will be much unhappier
than usual, they will do more
walking, and they will understand
the students better.
Tomasson, chairman of the
department of sociology, spoke
on "Academic Freedom."
Tomasson defined academic
freedom as "freedom of all
teachers to write and speak the
truth as they see it without fear of
retribution." He went on to
qualify this definition by raising
such points as the importance of
the mental health of the teacher,
and the teacher's responsibility to
his students. Tomasson said he
feels a university should decide its
policies autonomously, without
pressure from state and public
opinion.
Tomasson credits the world
with 15-20 "developed societies"
societies which possess
academic freedom. He feels
academic freedom is less secure at
state universities in the U.S. than
in any other developed society.
U.S. private universities, said
Tomasson, have as much freedom
as those in Germany, the country
he credits with the most highly
developed academic freedom.
Tomasson predicts a year of
unrest on the UNM campus. One
issue he feels will become "hot" is
the suppression of the last issue of
the New Mexico Quarterly.
Another "potentially explosive"
issue, said Tomasson, will be sex
on campus.

Bust

Ho/dit Plastick Adhesive by Eberhard Faber
is great for sticking up posters, bulletins,
sketches, photographs. Any paper or cardboard message. Also handy for steadying or
holding in position heavier pictures, mirrors.
Holdit isn't a glue or paste. It's a clean, nontoxic, easy-to-use adhesive. Just knead a tiny
piece, then press nn any dry surface.
Convenient package costs just 49rt at your
college bookstore. At that low price, it's a
holdup l
lM Reg
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EBERHARD FAB
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It's time to do battle with one
thousand poor, helpless
watermei0'1.1S, as the Second
Annual Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Bust gets into full
swing, Oct. 2·4,
The · first day's activities will
include a Bar·B·Que, at 6 p.m. at
the Lambda Chi House, and
judging for Miss Watermelon Bust.
The presidents from each Greek
House on campus, members of the
faculty, the candidates for Miss
Watermelon Bust, members of the
host chapter and their auxiliary
will attend.
Miss Watermelon Bust will be
selected from a field of ten
contestants representing their
respective sororities. The winner
will be queen over Watermelon

Cody Swick and Lorraine
Torres of Chi Omega, and Meg
Rhort of Delta Gamma practice
for the Lambda Chi Alpha melon
bust.

On Nov. 14-15 in Popejoy Hall

Blind Organist Will Perform
Sherman Smith

Sherman Smith, administrative
vice president, spoke on
"Structure, Power-Structure
Who Runs the U," on Friday.

Colombian Educators
Train in Albuquerque
Twenty-two Colombian
educators Thursday began a
20-week training program at UNM
as part of a U.S. Agency for
International Development (AID)
project with the Colombian
Ministry of Education.
The bulk of the training will be
as interns in secondary schools in
Albuquerque, Las Vegas and the
Espanola area.
Also included are three weeks
of general course work at UNM,
including some instruction in
English, field trips in New Mexico,
and trips to national conventions
outside the state.
Twelve of the Colombians are
being trained in guidance and
counseling. The other ten are
being trained in administration.
They are from all parts of
Colombia and have backgrounds
in teaching.
Although several members of
the group speak English and all
are receiving some instruction, the
classes and internships will be in
Spanish.
UNM's project with the
Colombian Ministry of Education

When youre out of Schlitz, punt.
Of co~, yt:>u'd llt>tr gtt lOill' ;;ignak that
mh£<1 up. Out ol .Schllu! lmkulml'l, S<ltlitt
h the h«r th~t·~ goldm ~&""· !lthll!L b.rhlg<
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you
football all S<a'iOJ!long nn <'Ill• t•k·
tbiun,. Wlu.·n )ou•rc ont t•f Sd1litz.. toU 1'rf uut
or l><•r. lilcl! that •ro(Jlld,
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is part of Colombia's restructuring
of its secondary schools into
comprehensive high schools in
which students will be taught in
academic and vocational areas.
Colombians being trained in
administration will attend the
Secondary School Principals
annual convention in Cincinnati.
The other group will attend the
convention of the Association of
Personnel and Guidance in Salt
Lake City.
The Colombian project is
directed by Dr. Frank Angel,
assistant dean of the UNM college
of education in charge of special
projects. Director of this phase of
the project is Dr. Richard
Holeman, chairman of the
department of educational
administration, Also assisting are
Eugene Ledoux, a graduate
student assigned to the group, and
Henry Almagro, administrative
assistant for special projects.

President Heady
Honors Retirees
With Ceremony
Eight members of the UNM
non-instructional staff who have
retired in recent months were
recognized Saturday morning at a
ceremony in President Fetrel
Heady's office.
Heady presented the retirees
with certificates acknowledging
their years of service to. UNM.
Among those receiving
certificates are:
Eusebio B. Chavez, physical
plant department, 10 years
service; Gene L. Chievitz, remedial
reading specialist with the
Counseling Center, 20 years;
Filomeno J. Garcia, golf course
groundskeepm·, 20 years; Marion
F. Meyers, clerk, general stores,
20 years.

Okie Joe's
Package Special

Jean Langlais, famous blind
organist of Ste, Clotilde Church in
Paris, who will be in Albuquerque
Nov. 14-15 for a recital and
workshop, has shown it is possible
for an artist to lead a full life
despite a serious affliction.
And, in addition to his own
work, he has been continuously
active in helping young people
who suffer from the same
handicap.
He taught organ, composition,
counterpoint and fugue at the
National Institute for the Young
Blind In France, and for the past
25 years has been director of a
mixed choir of blind young
people.
Langlais tours extensively in
Europe, and will be in
Albuquerque during his eighth
tour of the U.S.
The recital will be Nov. 14 at
8:15 p.m. in the UNM Recital
Hall, where he will use UNM's
2741-pipe organ.
The workshop for organists
will be the following morning and
will feature French music.
Tickets for the recital are
$2.50 for 'adults and $1 for
students. Admission to the
workshop is $1.
Langlais thinks of himself
primarily as a composer, and his
gift for composition was
recognized immediately by the
great master Paul Dukas when
they first met. Dukas encouraged
Langlais to work in this field.
His works include "American
Suite," which recalls his personal
impressions of the country, . his
Three Poems, "Poem of Life,"
"Poem of Peace," and "Poem of
Happiness," and his "Eceumenical
Book of 12 pieces, six based on

Gregorian themes and six a.n predecessors as organists at Ste.
Protestant chorales.
Clotilde.
Some years ago he recorded
In July of last year the French
the entire works of Cesar Franck government made him Official of
at Ste. Clotilde for the Gregorian the Legion of Honor. The
Institute of America. Franck, as distinguished decoration was
well as Gabriel Pierne and Charles · presented to him by his close
Tournemire, were Langlais friend, Olivier Massiaen.

each event. Points will be totaled
at the conclusion of Watermelon
Days to determine overall
winners, who will receive awards
and trophies.
In addition to a lot of
girl-watching, the entire campus is
invited to eat watermelon - all
they want.
The Watermelon Days Awards
Dance will conclude the
Watermelon Bust festivities,
Saturday night after the football
game. Miss Watermelon Bust will
be announced and the trophies
presented to the second place,
third place, and Sweepstakes
winner in the overall competition.
The overall sweepstakes winner
will be awarded the eight-foot
traveling trophy.
Andy Beirne, who will.
arranged the dance, will present
the trophies during intermission.
Watermelon Bust Chairmen,
Jerry Thompson and Frank Maez,
said, "We feel that an event such
as Watermelon Bust can be fun
and promote a spirit of good will,
cooperation and friendship among
fraternities, sororities, and the
entire campus."

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

YOU FORGOT
TO ENROLL IN YOUR
MOST IMPORT~NT
CLASS!

I~

And you had better believe lt. 8('C.Buse
throughout your college career, you•n spend
o\·er 5 000 hours wJth your nose fn n book
doing JUst your required reading. That's it )'OU

are a ..nonnal .. student wJth a reading rete
ot 250 to 400 words per minute. And )'OU knOw.
that's a shame, because 1f )'OU had enrolled

Jean Langlais, the famous blind
organist of Ste. Clotilde Church in
Paris will perform at UNM Nov.
14.·15 at Popejoy.

Organist

Committee Passes Bills;
Sets Up Liaison Program
The Senate Steering
Commit.tee Thursday reviewed the
S en ate· student organization
liaison program, and gave do pass
recommendations to two bills.
The committee will assign
Senators as liaison members only
to organizations "that want
them", said committee chairman
Donna Fossum.
Letters will be set1t to all
campus organizations asking them
if they want a Senate liaison, she
said.
The committee re-wrote a bill
concerning limitation of speaking
tim in Senate discussion and gave
it a do·pass recommendation ..
The bill requests a ten-mmute
limit for the "initial presentation"
of an issue, and n "5 minute per
speaker per time thereaft<•r" said
Miss Fossum.
The committee also gave a ·do
pass recommendation t? a bill
establishing a commttteo to

Days and receive the Queen's Cup
at a dance planned for Saturday
night. Last year's winner was
, Jeanelle Livingston of Chi Omega
'Sorority.
Friday, the second big day, will
bring together 400 co-eds against
1000 deceiving watermelons in
the Watermelon Games. Games
Chairman, Milton Lesicka, said,
"The games this year will pit girl
against watermelon at various
feats to test their watermelon
handling abilities. It should prove
enjoyable for the girls and the
girl-watchers as well."
The games are scheduled to get
under way at 3 p.m., when a
30-pound watermelon will be
tossed off the top of the Student
Union Building by Miss
Livingston, Miss Watermelon Bust.
This year's events will include
such daring stunts as the
Watermelon Sweatshirt Race, Best
Dressed Melon Contest,
Watermelon Eating Contest, Seed
Spitting Contest, Watermelon
Relays, Watermelon Hunt,
Watermelon Roll, and a
Watermelon Stuff. The
Watermelon Stuff is a new
innovation in this year's
competition. The girls must stuff
one watermelon into a one gallon
milk bottle.
Points will be awarded to first,
second, and third place winners in

in the revo1uUonary Hvel:yn Wood Reading
Dynamics course you could save at least 3,700
or th05C bours.
For ten years now lteadlng DynatnJ~s
has gua.rnnteed to at least triple your_ rel!idlng
Speed or refund ,your enUre tuition. 0\oer
400,000 students ha.1te taken up our otrcr and
are now reading 3 to 10 Urnes raster Result-;?
HundredS, even thousands, nf hO'Jrs of
•~'-"Dlnceablc tree Ume ror ;i'OU to ,n,.est as ~cu
, •. , sc: campus social neti\oilies. ·.._nmt w-·

making lo•;e not "-Ao<lt. raising your
poo. ,(1 point a"\tcra.g~. or a part·time job . .rust
t .Jk, ir you could rut a.iOO hours ort lDUr
require-d reeding time and invc;ted only 2,UOO

,.;,,,_._ j(>S,

La rgesl Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*~prey Paint
*G:ilter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

appoint an all-University draft
counselor for 1969-70
Steering Committee will meet
jointly with Finance Committee
next week to consider tlm
demands for reallocation of
ASUNM funds presented to the
Senate by the Student Organizing
Committee Wednesday eveninf:(.

of those hours In a Job tl1o.t pald $1 75 nn hr.ur.

vO"J co:.dd cam 54.375
•
So wise up. Put the rematkablc Evelyn
Wood Reading D)-namlcs cours£> nt the top

ot

your tdli!dule tor the new tenn. 1'h(' <'Ourset.al<es just a f('W weeks and IS d(>s-Jgnfd tn doo;e--

taU perfectly with all scholastic. classes. And
you wm lind that the time )'OU put lnto Reading
Dynamics comes baek maey·fo1d before the
basic course Is finished.
ReadJng_ Dynamics is an incredible ed"u·
catlonal breakthrough. It's the definltJve rapid
reading method In the world today. Our grad·
untes consistently surpass the 45<1 to tiOO word

per minute rates aspired to by conventional
reading courses. Most Reading Dynamics grad~
untes read betv.--e('Il 1.000 and 3,000 words
per minute. Many go higher. and 1111 Under--

stnnd and oppreclnte what th(!y read a~ these

staggering speeds.

Free Reading DynamiC's Mlnl·l.esson
How doE-s Reading Osn:unlt'S do wha.t we

sny it dues·:i 1- md oi.lt
nt i:ltit' of th(' free
Rending Dynamt<'s Mini·Lcssnns tis~('(! hl'low

nurit:g tllt'SC r-xdtir,g, flour·lOiiti St'-SSICns, \H.' 11
tell you tlle- nnked truth obo!.lt RN!.dirtg
Oyn.unu•!O .i\nd sir:ce \\'l! dt('SFt tip tlll' bare
faC"ts t;;-Jlh snm(• fN>e in~trurtion j-vu·n
!('atoP the Mini·l.-(ls~on rcad~ng a JiUlf>
raste-r than u-h£'n ydu ("nntE' in Of cour6('. 1f
you wnnt to rt•od u lot r~st('t for tl:.l' tr:;t. or
your lite. you·n return ror the Cull Readmg
nynamics c-Ourse

prr,babl~

LANGELL 1 5
2510 Central S.E.

Across From Johnson Gym

Find out why we have over 400,000 graduates. Attend a FREE MINI LESSON.

Born In The 40's
or SO's
We are forming a young adult Mixed Bowl~
ing League for you and your age group.

Dates-Sept. 24 and Oct. l-9:00 PM

Call for appointment
Classes Begin October 8, 7:00PM
and November 4, 7:00PM
Individualized Instruction
in Math &Reading
High Qttality-<;;urantccd

Results~ Low

Cost

Call Ann or Pam at 2G!l-67Gl

OLD CROW . . . . . . $3.99 fifth.
Keg Beer On Hand

1720 Centra I S.E.

242·21.51

Support
Lobo Football

Eu-Can Bowl
...

3010 Eubank NE
for mote information
call 298·5583

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth NE, Albuc1ncrque
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Women's Sports Program
Varies for Active Women
By BARBARA MORGAN

By CHARLES WOOD

UNM's hard-hitting Lobos put
on one of the most entertaining

Lobo games in rpoi:e than a year
Saturday night but were still left
in the wayside by a .swift

rejuvenation of second half UTEP
speed, 21·6, in a game played at
University Stadium.
The largest home crowd in five
years, 23,000 including an
estimated 4500 students, jammed
University Stadium on a soft and
warm Saturday night to see what
kind of stuff Rudy Feldman's
young team was made of. Few
were disappointed.
Making every play as if it were
their last, the Lobos built up a 6·0
lead over the favored Miners with
two Joe Hartshorne field goals.

~

~

~

Dobbs Impressed
By New Mexico
. · . , , __,.-~)11;4

~-;.-

..;·'~ .:

Rocky Long, UNM's fine
backup quarterback, executes an
end sweep during the Lobo·Miner
game Saturday night. The Lobo
offense never really rolled,
though, and UNM lost, 21·6, to
the aggressive Miner defense.

Rocky Sweeps the End

AC Discusses Ski Funds
By ANDY GARMEZY
When the Athletic Council met
this morning for the first time this
semester, one of its major topics
was the allocation of funds for
UNM's Ski Team.
- Last winter, the University was
represented in collegiate skiing for
the first time by a team of six
men who competed all season.
Because it was the premier year of
the team, the Athletic Council
denied them recognition as as a
varsity sport, thus eliminating any
possibility of financial assistance.
The rejection was based on a
"we'll wait and see how you do"
attitude, allowing the doors to
stay open for discussion the
following year.
Being one of the few varsity
teams that do not receive financial
assistance from their school, the
team members were constantly
worried about how they would
get to their meets, instead of
concentrating on the meets
themselves. Competing with their
own money throughout the
season, against schools from
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and
Idaho, the UNM Ski Team placed
a strong fifth in the Central

Intercollegiate Alpine League.
In preparation for the Athletic
Council's meeting the ski team
members have set up a booth
outside the Union in hopes that
people will take notice of their
cause and support it by signing a
petition, The petition will be
brought before Student Senate in
October with the hope that
Senate will also recognize and
support the Ski Team.

Lobo Thinclads
Drop Triangular
Defending WAC cross-country
champion New Mexico dropped
its opening meet of the year here
Saturday to talented UTEP and
ENMU.
UTEP's fleet harriers captured
th~ first three places to win the
meet with 17 points. Trailing the
Miners were ENMU with 52
points and the Lobos with 60. In
cross-country, the lowest score
wins.
Chuck Schuch led New Mexico
with a fifth place finish.

Only the eyes of UTEP Coach
Bobby Dobbs showed any sign of
expression as the Miner mentor
slowly puffed away on his pipe
following his team's 21·6 win over
the Lobos Saturday night.
"New Mexico has improved a
hell of a whole lot from last
year," said Dobbs, his eyes
atwinkling behind an
expressionless face, "They gave us
all we could take that first l1alf."
Dobbs was asked when he
thought the game's turning point
was. "It was with that second
touchdown," said Dobbs, "that
my boys took control of the
game. ·They had outplayed us
badly the first half and we never
did get good field position until
the third quarter."
Didn't Slack Off
"New Mexico has a lot of good
hitters," Dobbs went on, "they
fought a full 60'minutes without
slacking off. Rudy (Feldman) has
done a good job with his club.
They're always hustling and trying
to hit you hard."
Dobbs, the man whose teams
have rewritten almost every
offensive record at the El Paso
school, was ecstatic over the
performance of his defense. "Our
defense played real well," said
Dobbs. "They kept us in the game
that first half when we couldn't
execute our offense. Aside from
that simple trap play which
sprung our first touchdown, we
spent the first half deep in our
own territory."
Defense Proud
"When you can stop a team
from scoring a touchdown for an
entire game these days," said
Dobbs, "You've got to be proud
of your defense. We had New
Mexico's offense tagged real well.
They ran the plays we thought
they would."
Dobbs said he was impressed
by at least three UNM players,
"Harry Price hurt us," said Dobbs,
"he's a fine football player.
(Rodney) Wallace did a good job
too. (Sam) Scatber had a good
game. He's real hard to get down.
I know he broke through several
tackles."

Intramural Slate

The UNM Women's Sports
Council has planned a varied
program of intramural and
extramural sports for the activity
minded women on campus.
'Yo~7n's sports have played a
s1gmfJCant role in the education
and recreation of UNM students
and will include activities to suit
almost any taste.

"To move consistently on the
ground," said Feldman, "we need
a good passing game. And I was
disappointed at our passing game
tonight. I think we lost more
yards passing than we gained."
Lobo quarterbacks Frank
Gorman and Rocky Long were
only able to complete five of .29
passes. At least four passes,
however, were dropped by the
intended receivers including one
sure touchdown strike thrown by
Gorman.

But with 21h minutes remaining in
the first half, UTEP's Clyde
(Sonic Boom) Glosson took a
27-yard pass into the Lobo end
zone to dissolve the lead. The
PAT was good and the Miners,
despite being frightfully
outplayed, led 7·6 at halftime.
Offense Rolls
Coach Bobby Dobbs' Miners
finally got their offense rolling the
second half and widened their
lead to 14·6 with an 83-yard drive
the first time they got the 'ball.
After that, the Lobos never
threatened as UTEP added an
additional TD at the beginning of
the fourth quarter to make the
count permanent at 21·6.
"We've made some progress
since the Army game," said a
sombered and obviously
disappointed Rudy Feldman
following the game. "We did some
things better and we did some
things worse."
Mistakes Expensive
"As soon as our young players
Jearn not to make so many
mistakes," the Lobo mentor went
on, "we'll have a good football
team. It's difficult to say how we
played until after I see the films
but I know that we lacked
consistency.''

Extramural Sports
Extramural teams for women's
sports at UNM have competed and
placed in regional competition in
recent years. This year the
Women's Extramural and
Intercollegiate Council is
promoting activities for the fall
and spring. The sports to be
represented in competition are:
basket~all, . swimming,
golf,
gymnastics, f1eld hockey skiing
softball, tennis and volleyball.
'
One highlight of the women's
athletic season includes the
William H. Tucker Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament, co-sponsored
by the womens golf team.
The UNM women's swimming
team will also host an annual meet
at UNM, inviting teams from New
Mexico, Colorado Arizona
Nebraska, Texas, and' California:
Exhibitions and clinics will be
staged by the women's gymnastics
team throughout the city and
state. All of the women's
extramural teams compete on
state and regional levels. In past
years, UNM women's teams have
traveled to other Rocky Mountain
and west coast states for
competition.
Intramural Sports
UNM women not as interested
intercollegiate competition will
have an interesting and varied
intramural sports program this
fall. Activities will be sponsored
by the Intramural Council.
During the intravural
competition season, points are
awarded to groups for
participation . and placing first
second and third in all events:
Trophies are awarded to winning
teams.
The President's Trophy, won in
1968 and 1969 by Chi Omega, is a
traveling trophy which will remain
permanently with Chi Omega if
they can defend their

Defense Tough
"Our defense played well,"
praised Feldman of his young
corps who are beginning to receive
more and more credit, "except for
two lapses I think they had in the
second half. UTEP has a good
team with a lot of speed and fine
receivers but we covered them
pretty well."
Nice things to say don't come
easy to a losing coach right after a
football game, but Feldman was
happy with the 23,000 fans who
made the trip out to watch the
Lobos. "It was a good turnout,"
said Feldman, "I'm only sorry we
let the crowd down. We haven't
played up to our capabilities yet,
though. If we'd played up to our
capabilities, we would have stood
a good chance of winning."

scanning
the scene
' By PAUl FLECK
Asst. Sports Editor

ANew Breed
As a Lobo football fan with only two-year stadium tenure,
it was a new experience Saturday to witness a basketball-type
crowd at a football game.
Imagine walking into a game two minutes before kick-off
and not being able to sit between the 40-yard lines. Last year,
a typical fan could put his feet up on the bench in front of
him and his elbows on the seat behind him and relax. A fan
didn't have to wait in line at the concession stands, shout to
converse with his date, or hijack the coke boy to provide a
mixer.
It was inconvenient to have to park 600 yards from the
gate and tie a handkerchief to antenna to locate the car
afterwards. It was a maddening ordeal merging, weaving, and
cutting people off in the parking lot. It took thirty minutes
to get back from the game to campus.
When the cheetleaders cheered, the spectators actually
made a conscious effort to cheer with them. This was a new
experience in the New Mexico stands. They stood up for
kick-offs without being begged, they booed the referees
heartily, and they showed a genuine interest in the football
game.
Ali-in-all, the game Saturday probably produced more
inconvenience for the fans than any game in five years. But
that is what college football is supposed to produce and has
not at UNM for too long.

Sun Devils Lose,
30-7, to Beavers
Three days ago, ARIZONA
STATE considered itself a pdme
candidate for the top ten and the
WAC championship. Today, the
Devils are probably considering
moving to Alaska after upset by
Oregon State by a humiliating
30·7 score.
In other WAC action,
WYOMING dropped Air Force,
27-25. The winning margin came
on <'xtra·points missed by the
Falcons' kicker. Tough Kansas
Stat!' dropped ARIZONA, 42·27,
in Tucson Saturday night. The
Wildcats haven't won a horne
opener since 1 951.
UTAH claimed its first win of
the year, 42·7, over weak San Jose
State while down-state rival BYU
was losing to Iowa State, 10·0. In
another game in the midwest, the
Lobos' opponent for next week,
KANSAS, beat Syracuse, 12·0.
Further south in Arlington,
Tex., NEW MEXICO S'l'ATE eked
out a 16·9 over a mediocre
UT-Arlington team. COLORADO
STATE took its first win of the
year by blasting hapless Wichita,
50·21.

• au

FIELD 1
Phi Delta Theta vs.
Sigma Chi . . . . • • • • . 3:30
Mother Carey's Chickerts vs
Students for Democratic
Football • . . . . . • . • 4:30

~-----

Max Carey of the Pittsburgh
Pirates stole 51 bases in 53
in 1922.

FIELD 2
Pi Kappa Alpha
Lambda , . • . . , . , •. 3:30
NESEP vs. Alpha Phi
Omega
. . . . . .
. 4:30
More than 23,000 Lobo fans
including 1500 Miner boosters
made the trip out to University
Stadium Saturday night and a
good many of them were stunned,
when the young Wolfpack pulled a
6·0 lead over the Miners' eyes late
in the first half. The Miners
recouperated, though, to win
21·6.

Lobos in the Lead
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Come as you are!
OCTOBER 15, 1969
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you asked! It's our management
development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then onward and' upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanica! maintenance departments of steel plants, fabrieating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurgical departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and super-'
visory positions in steelmal<ing departments and rolling
mills. Also· Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operatlons. Also: Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel plants,
fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operalions. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Sieel plant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department operates coal !3-nd iron ore min_ing operations and limestone quames, many of whtch are among the most
mo~E!Jrn and effici~n~ in the industry. This 1 0,000-man
aytiVIty offers un1tm1ted opportunities to mining engmeers. Also: Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MAAINE ENGINEERSGraduates are urged to inquire aboutopportunities in
our S~ipbu!J~iryg Departm.ent, incfudiflg the Central
Techmcal DIVISIOn, our des1gn and engineering organization. Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an interview.
AC~~UNT!'NTS-Graduates in accounting or business
admtnlstratJon (24 hours of accounting are preferred)
!ire recruited for training for supervisory assignments
m our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHEA NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
~egrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
InVIted to discuss ,opportunities in the Sales Department.
Sam~ no~·lechniCai gradua.tes may be chosen to flU
opemngs msteel plantoperat1ons and other departments.

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." It tells it like it is.

FIELD 4
Kappa Sigma vs
Alpha Kappa Lambda
• 3:30
Pharmacy vs. Law School , 4:30
FIELD 5
Kappa Alpha vs.
Lambda Chi Alpha

championship for one more year,
All full time women students
at UNM are eligible to participate
in intramural and extramural
sports. Any group of women
interested in either the extramural
or intramural sports program~ can
contact the Women's Sports
Council, room 8, at Carlisle Gym.
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Enthusiastic fans swarm on the
field at halftime to encourage the
Lobos on. 'rhe "New Look"
Lobos have produced "New
Look" fans. ·

"New Lool<" Lobo Fans
. . . . 3:30
~
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"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"
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4201 Central N.E. 26!1-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
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268-4147
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Regents Endorse Group
(Con't from page 1,)
Heady said the idea of an
all-University constitution grew
out of a recommendation of the
Committee on the University last
summer.
Heady also told the Regents he
had established a special
presidential advisory committee
to serve as "counsel" to him
during the period the
all-university constitution is being
written.
That committee is also
composed of faculty,
administrators, students, and
alumni and would serve in an
advisory capacity to Heady during
times of "crises," Heady added
the committee "has no legal basis
but rather is a committee I have
asked to advise me. The first
meeting of the committee will be
in a couple of weeks."
Heady said he would release
the names of the committee
members today.
Discrimination
In a report on charges of
discrimination at UNM, Heady
told the Regents "we (UNM) are
trying to identify our main
training needs and get some
programs going" to cure the
problem.

Ortega, who directed Heady to
present periodic progress reports
on efforts to eradicate
discrimination at UNM, said
"whether the discrimination is
intentional or unintentional the
problem has to be solved. I do not
believe it should exist anywhere in
our University."
Heady, however, said in the
view of both the Health,
Education, and Welfare and the
Ad Hoc Committee on Staff
Personnel reports "it makes a
great deal of difference" whether
or not discrimination is
intentional or unintentional."
Semantics
"I agree that the corrective
measures might be different but
the solution to the problem must
still be found," Ortega said.
"Leaving semantics aside, we
should move forward to a
solution. Along that line I want
,progress reports on what is being
done."
Ortega also said the problem of
wage scales for non-academic
personnel "was recognized some
time ago. We asked for double the
increase for non-academic
personnel a year ago over that for
faculty personnel. We asked for a

U Moratorium Policy
(Con't from page 1.)
individual, and not in my capacity
as University president."
"I will not prepare a separate
statement on the Moratorium
Day," Heady said," because I do
not want this endorsement to be
misconstrued as a mandate from
my office to the faculty to
suspend regular classroom activity
and discuss the Vietnam War."
Vice Presidents Sign
Adnlinistrative Vice President
Sherman Smith, Vice President
for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender, and Academic Vice
President Travelstead also
endorsed the policy statement and
signed the petition,
Moratorium Committee
Co-Chairman Bill Pickens said he
was "very pleased" that the
regents, Heady, and the
vice-presidents, had endorsed the
Moratorium Day.
The policy statement, prepared
by Pickens and adopted by the
moratorium committee last
Wednesday, said, "Vietnam
Moratorium Day on Oct. 15 has
been organized at this University
to accomplish what educational
institutions have done best: the

CLASSIFIED
li.ATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate i!. reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

discussion and tentative resolution
of the problems facing our nation.
"The coordinating committee
is composed of interested students
who will be designing the various
activities and promoting interest
within the University whi!P also
soliciting support from all persons
in the Albuquerque community
who wish to bring the Vietnam
controversy into the open.
''It will be a day designed
around the word 'think,' a time
for us as citizens to analyze and
reassess our positions in regard to
American foreign policy. Surely a
healthy democracy demands no
less from its constituents than for
them to weigh constantly all
major issues and alternatives and
to express their final, constructive
judgment.
".Since this must be done in an
atmosphere of competence and
intelligence, we desire no
disruption of the academic
community but ask each member
of it to think about and discuss
these problems throughout the
day.
"We therefore ask for your
support in this collective endeavor
to determine our national
priorities."

ADVERTISING
'
WHERE: Journalism Buiiding. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

PERSONALS

STUDENT lD No. 585•44-2518, GaudrY.
Claim rm. 159, Joumalism Bldg.
1969 MffiAGES :must be picked up by
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $5.00
oil a first come first served basis.
DO YOU bite :vour nails 1 Would you like
to stop 1 A limited number of pepole are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment. 9/26
STUDENT ID card found. No. 555-747893 Lander. Claim at Rm. 1~9, Journalism Bldg.
NOW is the time to buy your Mirage because a!1 of October ane UNM yearbook
costs $8.
ROOM in private house $15 week, with
kitchen privileges. non..gmokera, soph,..
grads preferred. 268-3534. 9/26
TWO UNM STUDENTS rcntin!r house,
need roome!'ll I $40 mo. 296·4056, 2989342 after 5' 00 p.m.
THUNDERDlRD now taking staff application. Openings :for assistant editors and
a(lvisors in drama and photography. Ap-plication available in run. 159; Journalism Bldg., (neroso from UD).

2)

LOST & FOUND

PLEASE help stop . 11 bad bummer I I
lost :my dog, an all red rnttlc Irish set.
tcr pup. Call 242·9774.
WALLET, Student ID 585·18-6284. $25
reward-No questions 1\Bked, Call 2991637.

3)

SERVICES

:HAVE ELITE. Will ty)Je your term papers,
Experienced, 296-2548. Doris Jacksol1.
10/3
CHit,D CARE--wttnt playmate. (2-4 yrs.
old) for anotller child. References.
Heights area. 298•1577, 10/3
IRONING-humane rat.,, pickup Md de·

livery. Ba.gworm and
Ltd. 247-8737. 9/29

4)

Briefs

5)

I~ORSALE

----------

6)

.

New System Sets Up Technical Procedures, Campaign Expenditure Limits
engineering complex, and
education complex. Four
additional machines may be
distributed on campus if "deemed
necessary" by election officials.
"Last spring's election was
terrible, 'some voting machines
were not in place until three hours
after the polls opened, nobody
had gotten the insurance on the
machines, and there were no
standardized locations for polling
places," said Lihn.
"The new election code l(oes
into a lot of things the, old one
didn't. It includes a step by step
listing of procedures, like buying
insurance for the voting machines,
and who is responsible for what,"
said Joe Alarid, ASUNM vice
president.
"This is really good for an
election committee that would be
going into an election cold. For
example, nobody on this year's
Polling Places
committee was on last year's,"
The election code sets up Alarid said.
specific polling places: the New
Expenditures
Mexico Union "or immediate
The major part of the code is
area," residence halls commons
devoted
to regulation and
area, Hokona and Coronado Halls,
fraternity and sorority house area, responsibiliti(•s of candidates.

A standardized AS UNM
election code that sets up
technical procedures, penalties for
violation of election regulations,
and sets financial limits on
campaign expenditures was
adopted by the ASUNM Senate
last Wednesday night.
In connection with the code,
the membership clause of an
election supervision committee
provision in the ASUNM
constitution was also amended.
The' amendment must be
approved by the student body.
"The (ASUNM) constitution
provides for an election code, but
there was never anything definite.
The code was passed down from
election chairman to election
chairman. We wanted to
standardize it," said Senator
Frank Lihn, who sponsored both
pieces .of election legislation.

nuumummmmnnnllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnnnnunuulmlllllllllllllln
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Monday, September 29
Orientation meeting for all seniors conducted by the UNM Placement Center;
Room 122, Geology building; 4 ;30 p.m.
Controlling Conflicts in the 70's; panel
discussion: Union theater: 7:30 p.m.
Tovm Club meeting;: Union, room 230;
6:30 p.m.
Town Club pledges meeting; Unio'n,
room 231-D: 6:30 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega meeting: Union. room
250-D: 7: 00 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi me4!ting; Union, room
231-A: 7:00 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi mcctingg: Union, rOQm
253: 7 :30 p.m.
lnternntjonnl Summer~ Union~ Theater:
7:30 p.m.
Chi Alpha meeting; Union, room 231-E;
8:00 J>.m.

'

~

'I

i;

'l'he state legislature's
U n i v e r sit i e s
Investigating
Committee plans to submit bills
to the January short session, said
committee chairman I. M.
Smalley.
The bills can be considered
only if presented by Gov. David
Cargo in an executive message.
"I'd have to see the proposals
first, but I'd be glad to sit down
and discuss it," the governor said.
Cmalley stated, "If they are
not allowed to be introduced, it
certainly wouldn't look too
good."
The committee's proposals
would center around removal
procedures for university regents,
Smalley told the Legislative
Council. At this tirne, removal can
only be made when charges of
malfeasance, misfeasance or
nonfeasance are brought before
the State Supreme Court.
Authorizing the legislature to
remove regents by majority vote
of the state Senate is being
discussed.

I
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To Aid in Crises

~
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ASUNM Popular· Entertainment Committee
i
I'

DONOVAN
In Concert

WEDNESDAY OCT.
8:00P.M.

The Show Will Last

212

I

Hours

JOHNSON GYM
Reserved Seats 4.50..4.00·3.75
General Admission 3.00

4.50 Seats Sold Out.
STUDENT DISCOUNT At AS Ticket Booth 2n-3141
Equinox Ltd.

i
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Lobo photo by Chester Painter
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Progress Report

I
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RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more cons~cutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lO words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
2. Lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT~-·_TIMES STARTING--~

PLACED BY-----~-----
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Council Formation

l

~~·

Presents

senators and the ASUNM attorney
general.
Commission
The new commission inrittrdes
five students to be appointed by
the ASUNM Senate, and
confirmed by the Senate for "a
one year term." One member
must be a senator who "shall not
be running for re-election."
"The elections committee was
re-structured to give the
committee some sort of
continuity," said Alarid. "Last
year in trying to appoint the
committee, it was a matter of
finding senators who were not
running for election to serve on
the committee. Besides the Senate
running its own election was the
strangest thing I ever saw."
The new elections commission
is ''to preside over all
election procedures, enforce
election regulations, and tabulate
results," Alarid added.
The code covers general and
special elections of the student
body, and applies to candidates
for the offices of ASUNM
president, vice president, NSA
co-ordinator, and Senate.

1-teady Announces

II

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

ENCLOSED$'---~

Sign Posting
Sign posting is limited to
' 'kiosks and other structures
designed for the purpose" and
prohibited "on permanent
structures" and "in class
buildings."
Approval for posting signs in
dormitories, administration
buildings or in the Greek houses
must be obtained from
"authorized representatives" of
that organization.
"Formerly each committee
could provide its own code.
People would forget last year's
rules and there was a lot of
mix-up," said Alarid. "We decided
to make it into law so there would
be no question."
Under the new code, candidates
are responsible for "learning and
abiding by" regulations of
authorities "responsible for
university facilities."
Supervising elections under the
new regulations will be a
commission which replaces a
constitutional committee of four

~
... ·~~.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1. Personals
5. For Sale

physical plant due to campaign
postings.

Statements of campaign
expenditures made "under oath"
must be filed by all candidates
within 10 days after an election.
Expenses are limited by the code
to $ 15 0 for presidential
candidates; vice president, $100;
National Student Association
(NSA) coordinator; $100; senator,
$50.
Po I it ical committees or
individuals supporting a candidate
must also file an itemization of
expenses with the candidate's
authorization.
The financial limits include
expenditures by the candidate
himself and by groups suppting
him.
Failure to file this itemized list
of all "contributions and
disbursements of campaign funds
authorized by the candidate" is
subject to a $10 fine or voiding of
the candidate's election.
Forfeiture of the election, and
fines are also penalties for
improper posing of materials,
failure to remove campaign
materials after the campaign, or
failure to pay for damage to the

......,~:~ r
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Investigating Team
Plans New Bills

No. 13

Tuesday, September 30, 1969

Senate Adopts Uniform Election Code

work was largely concerned with
th11 tropical zone.
Data are provided to the
researchers from various points on
the globe,
In the UNM work, Dr, Peterson
said, there is heavY emphasis on
the "two dimensional spectra of
winds" involving high
stratospheric testing of winds.

EMPLOYMENT

SENIOR MEN or grad student. interested
in pnrt.tlme job with management potential call 265·1123, 10/6
HELP WANTED-fcmnle •. Girl Frldaypnrl-Ume. V ariouo dutlos. Must be re-o
liable and like orchids. 255-2415. 9/20
MALE ItEI>P WANTED-Part-time day
or n lght 1.30. hour apply at Old ToW!!,
or Ell!!t Central Burger Che£.

Vol. 73

'

FOR RENT

1961 FIAT 1200 red in good condition
only $596 cash 277-4463. 9/30
MOTORBIKE--WARDS 50ce. In good
condition. Fine for campus use. $99.
277-2714. 5/29.
BASSET HOUND Puppies' For triendohip, but o£ show or brccdin~t quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
1967 TRIUMPlt motorcycle, 500 ce. $525
cash. 247·9384. Ask tor Ken. 10/1
'67 CORVETTE Stingray, 4 speed stick,
327 engine. $3~00. 255·7431. 10/l
1960 CHEVROLET' good tires, brand new
brakes, good transportation. 298-8618.
10/8
1969 YAMAHA 80 wants gOOd home. Per•
feet condition, only 1,000 mllcs. $275.
Hclmet.q c11d insurance nvallablc. Phone
265-3398or 277-2369. 9/26
200 . USED TV's, all styles. Save today,
441 Wyoming NE, 255·6987. 10/23
ONE ll:F.:DROOM set, TV, refrigerator,
toaster, mioc. Call 256·1595. 9/26

.

)

Washerwoman

MAY WE help you 1 Rentln.:-scllinglissting. ReSidentinl properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. :168-3932.
10/28
THREE RM £urn. npt. Old Town $65
243-5943 after4. 9/30

Camp~s

15 percent increase but could get
only eight."
Heady suid the presidents of
the state's universities and colleges
will again ask for a 15 percent
salary increase for non-academic
personnel from the Board of
SOC Films
Educational Finance (BEF)'
''above what we gave them this
S. 0. C. will present three
year." The BEF will meet this Newsreel films on Tuesday, Sept.
week in Santa Fe.
30 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. in. the
Union
Room 250-D. The f!lms
Traffic Fines
are: "'Pentagon," "Boston Draft
'
Group, " an d "Up
In other action the Regents Resistance
approved a plan to turn over t11e Against the Wall, Miss America."
problem of collecting campus
There is no admission charge
traffic fines to the Albuquerque although donations will be asked.
Municipal Court. The plan would
take effect on Feb, 1, 1970
Weather
providing the Albuquerque City
Commission also agrees,
Continued studies of the
Sherman Smith, administrative
vice-president, told the Regents, weather results of which may
the new plan would mean campus ultimately have a bearmg on
police would still issue tickets but man's weather modification
the problem of collecting the fines efforts, are scheduled this year in
would no longer be a university the UNM electrical engineering
department,
problem.
The U. S. Department of
The plan would mean anyone
Commerce
has funded the study
getting a ticket on campus would
for
another
year with a grant of'
have to go down town to pay the
fine rather than going to the $19,588, with Prof. Daniel
University cashier as is now the Peterson the principal
investigator.
case,
Peterson said thut he and
Sherman also said the
Theodore
Truke, a graduate
"University takes in
student
assisting
in the research,
approximately $30,000 from
traffic tickets at the present time. will focus this year on temperate
Under this plan the Municipal zone weather. Last year their
Courts would collect the fines and
Albuquerque would keep the
money. But this is not as great a
loss as it might seem since we have
had to spend a good deal on
collecting the fines not to
mention the nuisance involved."

TERMS: Payment must be made in Cull prior to insertion of advertisement.
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Pxogress has no limits when it comes to architecture and construction
at UNM. Plans are now underway to build yet one more staircase up the
side of Hodgin Hall.

At International Student Seminar

Speakers Discuss U. N. Roles
The International Student
Association held a seminar last
night to discuss the role ot the
"United Nations as Peacekeeper in
the 70's."
A panel of three speakers
discussed the problems of the
U.N. in its functions as
international mediator.
0 p e ning the discussion,
Professor Edwin Hoyt, of the
political science department,.
spoke on the different methods of
possible action by the U.N. and
member states in regard to
international crises. He elaborated
on possible courses of action to
alleviate tension in international
trouble areas. Three of the courses
of action professor Hoyt discussed
were: "a do nothing policy which
might be the most effective means
to deal with ci vii wars";
'• intervention by regional
organizations such as the
Organization of Ameriea11 States,
which hind legitimacy to political
decisions"; and intervention of
powers with no reference to any
international body, such as the
invasion of Czechoslovakia by the
Russians.

He pointed out the difficulties internationalizing the Panama
faced by the U.N. in dealing with Canal would be a fitting gesture to
all means of possible action taken demonstrate to the world U.S.
by member nations in response to willingness to achieve world
peace.
!1 crisis. According to Hoyt,
"a realistic attitude of the U.N. is
Failures
to limit the level of warfare and
conflict and not try to eliminate
The third speaker, Johnathan
warfare completely."
Sutton, president of the B'nai
Brith in Albuquerque, spoke on
Peace
the negative aspects of the U.N.
Mrs. D.' Bunting, of the League and its failures to achieve its goals
of Women Voters, discussed the in the Middle East. He gave a
necessity of popularizing the idea chronological review of events in
of the U.N. in America, through the Middle East crisis and pointed
the mass media and up the failure of the U.N. to
dramatizations to remind perform as an efficient means of
Americans of a responsibility to arbitration.
the world, proportionate to U.S.
Sutton also said the Russians
power.
Mrs. Bunting alGo said, "We were a major block to achieving
must admit to ourselves that peace in the Middle East.
peace is less interesting than war
A filmstrip on the U.N. was
and we must encourage ideas of shown that . demonstrated U.N.
peace as a challenged as much as effectiveness in Korea, The
war is a challenge."
Belgian· Congo, Kashmir, the
She also said, "The U.S. should Middle East, and Cyprus.
sacrifice a dramatic conceSsion in
All of the speakers emphasized
favor of world unity to provide an
the
importance of international
example to other countries ,to
to achieve world
cooperation
heighten interest in wol'ld peace."
She suggested the measure of peace.

UNM President Ferrel Heady yesterday announced the
membership of a special advisory council which will serve
him in "times of crises."
The council was established in response to a
recommendation by the Committee on the University at its
meeting Aug. 5. As conceived, the advisory council would
meet to give Heady advice during periods of "crises" at UNM.
The council would be convened by Heady, the chairman of
the Faculty Policy Committee, or the ASUNM president. An
orienpation meeting for the council members will be held on
Moqday, Oct. 13, according to Heady.
Council Make-Up
Heady told the Regents Saturday he had established the
committee "in recognition of the fact that the committee to
write an all-university constitution would take a long time."
The Regents Saturday approved the formation of the
constitutional committee.
The advisory council consists of seven faculty members
including the chairman of the Faculty Policy Committee and
six other members of that committee; and seven students,
including the ASUNM president and vice president, the
president pro tempore of the Senate, a student elected at
large by the Senate and two graduate students one each
selected by the graduate student council (GSC) and the
Graduate Student Union (GSU), and one graduate student
selected by the ASUNM president and approved by the GSC
and GSU.
Faculty
Four administrators and two alumni will also serve on the
committee. The administrators were selected by Heady while
the alumni were chosen by the Alumni Council.
Faculty council members are: Garo Z. Antreasian, art
department; Marion M. Cottrell, department of civil
engineering; Martha Beth Hicks, acting dean of the College of
Nursing; Karl P. Koenig, psychology department; Japlr
Kolbert, department of modern and cl::!.ssical languages;
James L. Thorson, edepartment of English; and Glenn A.
Whan, chairman of the department of nuclear engineering.
Student members are: Joe Alarid, Edward Benavidez,
Robert H. Byles, Ron Curry, Richard Elliott, Douglas
MacCurdy, and William Pickens.
Administrators
Administrators are: Thomas Christopher, dean of the Law
School; Harold Lavender, vice president for student affairs;
Sherman Smith, administrative .vice president; and Nathaniel
Wollman, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
The alumni members are Joe Boehnign and Richard
Ransom.
·
After the all-University constitution has been written and
final appr.oval received by the Regents the special advisory
council will be disbanded, according to Heady.

••

